From: Edward A. Greenhalgh
1603-75 York St.,
Kitchener, ON.,N2G 1T5
tel. 519-579-8320
01 October 2010
To: The Rt. Hon.,Stephen Harper,
Prime Minister of Canada,
Office of the Prime Minister,
80 Wellington St.,
Ottawa ON., K1A 0A2
tel. 613-992 4211
fax 613 941 6900
formal title :
email pm@pm.ca
IS THE PRIME MINISTER'S OFFICE
(PMO) COMPLICIT IN A CRIMINAL
CONSPIRACY ? FORMAL REQUEST
FOR THE RELEASE OF MATERIAL TO
BRING CRIMINAL CHARGES AND
AND UPHOLD JUSTICE THROUGH
THE CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND
FREEDOMS.
Dear Prime Minister Harper,
I am making a formal public request for the
release of RCMP documents and Ministry of Health material
described in the accompanying associated layered letters . The
material will be presented to President Obama of the United States
as it will subsequently prove federal U.S felony fraud against the
United States government. There is NO statutes of limitations for
felony fraud committed against the US federal government. The
material also outlines how my,a Canadian citizen's Charter of Rights

and Freedoms have been violated by a criminal conspiracy
perpetrated by officials of the University of Waterloo. This will
publicly prove whether or not the Charter is a legitimate and realistic
venue for the Canadian people to use and be proud of; or a complete
useless fraud promoted only so pompous elite may use propaganda
to feel good about themselves. The request is to be PUBLIC
DOMAIN/ INTERNET so no further conspiratorial games may be
used by corrupt politically connected rich business people to evade
justice. The only result of your refusal to release the requested
materials is to prove to the public that you are neither an honest
leader or a man guided by principles of justice and fair play.
Irregardless of any actions you subsequently take, the fact is made
that the documents EXIST ! And they prove criminal fraud as
alleged , plus other unto do activities. The issues are all in the best
interests, and of the public good. Thank you.

Edward A. Greenhalgh
The material has been compiled over a broad period of time so
proper scientific arguments and legitimate grievances could be
made, and because of the poverty imposed on me by the black listing
: nothing frivolous, nor malicious , nor vexatious has been made,
only the attempt to achieve justice against very bad odds.

